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Voice recording app for iphone 6 plus

For whatever reason, the iPhone has tons of different voice recording apps, but very few of them do anything more than Apple's free Voice Memos app. We like Just Press Record because it manages to make itself worth its price by offering a different experience and feature set than Apple's offering. Just
Tap Record Platform: iPhone (and iPad/Apple Watch/Mac) Price: $4.99Download PageFeaturesOne-tap recording from the app, Notification Center, or Start screeninCloud backup and syncAbility to share notes with other apps that support audio or text sharingText printing for multiple languages with
support for punctuation commandsMerk is fully searchable Mac app ($4.99) for desktop sync Unlimited recording time as long as your device allowsBackground recording if you switch to another app, multitasking support on iPad it excels as the name suggests, When you open Just Press Record, a large
record button appears. Press the button and the app starts recording. It's easy, fast and easy, which is exactly what you want here. Beyond that, Just Press Record does everything in its power to simplify the process of recording an audio memo. That means you can start recording a note instantly from the
lock screen with a widget in the Notification Center, with a hard tap on the icon from the home screen, or straight from an Apple Watch.Just Press Record is also the only option we found that includes transcription software, and while it's about as accurate as voice dictation in Siri, it's a welcome addition
anyway. If you're a person who speaks clearly into the iPhone microphone, Just Press Record does a solid job by transcription, but it gets messy if you try to register a group of people. The transcript is not only useful for translating voice into text, it allows you to search through the voice recordings just as
you would a word document. This alone is well worth the price if you do many voice memos and have no interest in organizing them manually. G/O Media can get a commission68% of 2 Year + 3 Months FreeWhere It Falls ShortThe only feature Just Press Record lacks compared to other options are
editing features. Depending on why you use voice recording software, this may be an appointment switch, but if you only need a way to make quick notes or record lectures, editing is usually not required. Just Press Record also assumes that you want to search through the transcripts to find what you're
looking for, and doesn't offer much in the way of organizing other than inserting files into date-specific folders. This can be deal breaker for anyone hoping to organize files in a certain way. At $5, Just Press Record is expensive, but transcriptions make it well worth the cost of entry. CompetitionWhile there
are plenty of voice recording app out there, most of them don't offer much more than Apple's own Voice Memos (Free) app. In fact, voice memos are great for most people. With it, you quickly record notes, trim them down with the lightweight editor, and catalog them the way you want. If that's all you need
to do, the free app that's already on your phone is enough. Voice Recorder (free/$1.99) is easily the most popular third-party voice recording option in the App Store, and it's a solid app for anyone looking for a slightly upgraded version of voice memos. It offers the basics, including unlimited recording time,
basic editing and the ability to loop audio. On top of that, it has some solid organizational options, including organizing recordings in a traditional folder structure. You can also back up recordings to a variety of cloud services or password-protect notes. If the transcription and search functionality of Just
Press Record isn't interesting to you, but you still need something more than voice memos, Voice Recorder is a solid interlude that also adds some good organizational tools. If you don't need a dedicated voice recording app, both Evernote (Free) and OneNote (Free) have voice recording options where
you can add a voice recording to any note. This is great for students who record lectures, or if you record notes for a meeting. The recording process for both is a little buried away, so unless you're already using one of your apps for your notes, they're not worth it just for audio memos alone. Today,
smartphone cameras are awesome. For all their spacial limitations, they are able to capture plenty of light and produce sharp, detailed images at the touch of a virtual shutter key. And many photographers and filmmakers have dipped their toes in experimenting to see how well handsets can perform for
professional projects. Now, of course, they're not going to replace pro cameras or large machines anytime soon, but using some apps, some knowledge, and willingness to experiment - you can get some surprising results from a smartphone camera. For example, those of you chasing a more cinematic
effect in their videos are likely to find it difficult to get hold of the stock apps. To get a good movie feel, you need to take pictures in 24 FPS, so that motion blur looks more cinematic, has a fluid and easy to put focus for some creamy depth of field, shoot in widescreen, and generally use a camera that is not
your stock app, which usually only focuses around social media memorabilia. Well, we went ahead and picked some of the best apps that give your smartphone tools for a more cinematic look. And hey, when you shoot your clips, be sure to edit them with one of these amazing video editing apps! Sign up
for the receipt of the newsletter! Along with contributing the back funnies in each month's issue of Fast Company magazine, a video from the Rooftop Comedy crew will be featured every week on fastcompany.com. RooftopComedy.com record live comedy every night of the year, with a global of
comedians who satirizing everything from the boardroom to the bathroom. you can more of Rooftop Comedy's work by clicking here. If you have an iPhone, you will have the best iPhone apps - these apps are still what sets it apart from Android phones, as iPhone apps are more often than not the best in
class. But you may have noticed that opening the App Store can be something of an exercise in navigation - surely, they have great curation from in-house editors, but figuring out what's right for you can sometimes be a bit of a chore. That's where we come in. Every week we download, test and value
several new apps to find ones that really stand out and make us feel like we're improving an expensive iPhone 12 (or older models, as most apps work over a large part of the iPhone series - but not all, so check) - and if you need more information, check out our list of the best iPhones as well. Whether
you're using iPhone for photos, video, drawing, music, office tasks, reading, maps, weather forecasts, or keeping your kids entertained, our lists scan the very best iPhone can use. This round brings together our favorites, from top-quality creative tools and video editors to the finest productivity set and
social networking clients. In addition to our running list of the absolute best, every month we add our choices for the latest and greatest new or updated apps, so come back often. First up is our app pick of the last month, and then click through to the following pages for the best iPhone apps across a variety
of categories. Need an upgrade? See our guide to the best iPhone dealsBest iPhone app of the month: Capo (Photo credit: SuperMegaUltraGroovy, Inc.) Free + $19.99/£18.99/AU$29.99 per yearCapo wants you to learn your favorite songs - without resorting to tabs or notes. Instead, Capo analyzes all
tracks you load into it and automatically tries to display chords, pace and key. The app doesn't get everything right, but provides a starting point — useful for obscure titles you can't find tab for online. Capo's chords can be edited – you can adjust what it presents and add your own; Songs can also be
displayed in various ways, including by structure, bar and as an effective chord grid. During playback, the app offers additional useful features: You can transpose songs to different keys, lower the song without affecting the pitch, and create looping areas. Storing edits requires a subscription, but the basics
are free to try, so you can see if Capo is your idea of a hit. Best iPhone photo editing and camera appsIt is our favorite iPhone apps for editing snaps, photo photography and video and using the filters that actually make things look good. (Image credit: Code Organa) InkworkInkwork is an app designed to
instantly transform an image into a sketch-based work of art. And yes, we've seen all this before - but few filter apps catch the eye in quite the same way that the Inkwork.Interface is elegant and polished. You can change background and inks, and the size of the strokes, thus your virtual sketch more
detailed or abstract, but really it's the filters yourself you want to spend the most time fiddling with. There are many of them - perhaps some too many, because the choice can initially be a little overwhelming - but for anyone who likes black and white art, it's all here from scratched pen hatching to stylized
cartoon fare. Elections happen instantly and without needing the internet, cementing the app's place in our list. (Photo credit: Moment Inc.) RTRORTRO is a vintage camera app from people behind Pro Camera. But while that app is a serious black, and trying to transform your iPhone into a DSLR, RTRO
is a myth more playful. That doesn't mean the app isn't stylish, though; RTRO has a minimalist retro vibe that sits neatly alongside its various vintage looks as you search for your movies. These range from distressed VHS fuzz to subtle color shifts and film grains. Each filter has notes from the creator,
which describe what they were aiming for. Recording is easy, and you can capture up to 60 seconds of video across multiple photos, before sharing miniature masterpieces with your social network of choice. Nicely, even if there is a subscription fee, you can alternatively choose to buy one-time viewing on
a few dollars a pop. (Image credit: Indice Ltd) ApolloApollo allows you to use new light sources for Portrait Mode images. This type of image records depth information, and can be taken on a relatively recent iPhone (iPhone 7 Plus/8 Plus/any X iPhone). In Apple's Photos app, you can add lighting to the
studio style, but Apollo takes things further. The interface is usable, allowing for creativity. It's easy to add more lights, and then for each define distance, color, brightness, dispersion and mask effects to simulate effects as shadows are cast from light coming through a window blind. Apollo may not be an
iPhone app if you want an immediate solution. It requires you to delve into the details and fine-tune your settings. Nor does it always create a realistic result. But when it works, this is a small piece of magic, so you can apply complex lighting to an image after the fact. (Photo credit: Adva-Soft)
TouchRetouchTouchRetouch can rid photos of unwanted items. Such tools are common — even in free apps like Snapseed — but TouchRetouch dedicated to the task gives it focus; more importantly, the tools you get are very good. Unclean faces can be removed with a tap. Larger objects can be
painted out, after which the app fills in the gaps. Alternatively, you can clone from one part of the image to another. There is also a line remover, which cleverly makes short work of power lines and the like that otherwise cut itself across your image. Automation of this type obviously has some flaws —
TouchRetouch can't match desktop apps where you engage in meticulous, time-consuming pro-level retouching. But for the average iPhone owner who wants to remove annoying things from it is well worth the small outlay. (Photo credit: TechRadar) DarkroomDarkroom is yet another photo editor for
iPhone, but just a few minutes in, you will probably decide that it should be forever welded to the home screen. The app is efficient, usable and elegant. Immediately, it invites you to immerse yourself in your photos on your device. There's no fool around. Crop tools and adjustment sliders get out the best
from what you shoot. Splash out on some IAP and you get access to pro-oriented curves and color tools. Edits are non-destructive, and you can save your work directly to your camera roll (in a way that can later be reversed), or export copies. The process feels effortless throughout, but pause for a
moment, and you realize how powerful Darkroom is. Just to be avoided, then, if for some reason you do not want your photos to look better! Camera+Camera+ is a combined camera and editor. Despite the wealth of available options, the interface is basically quite minimal, with a mode strip over the top of
the screen, a zoom slider and the shutter. But press the + button and you reveal several modes, including one timer, a stabilizer and smile detection. Similarly, press the viewfinder area and Camera+ enters a pro mode, with manual controls and scene options for shooting under certain lighting conditions.
The interface is finicky compared to Obscura 2, but Camera + is undoubtedly powerful. After recording, you can edit with adjustment tools, filters, and frames in the light box. All of this comes across as impressively friendly and straightforward, and although the range of tools doesn't compare to Snapseeds,
it's enough to stay within one app for the most part. OilistOilist is a generational art app. You feed it something from Photos, choose a style, and it's going to work, continuously paint your image. It's as if someone has caught a little van Gogh in iPhone.In fact, it's like a slew of artists stuck in your device,
because Oilist has a massive range of styles to choose from, taking in everything from classic oil painters through to modern art. Although the app may be alone in a dock, you can capture scaffolding for posterity, or fiddle with settings (including brushstrokes, mood, chaos and gravity) to redirect the virtual
artist. Whether you're interacting or just leaning back and watching, Oilist is fascinating - a bit like a painterly lava lamp, just what you see is based on one of your own beloved photographs. SnapseedSnapseed is a free photo editor with a feature set that rivals the very best premium apps. It's aimed at
users of all levels, from those who want to apply fast filters to anyone who wants to dig deep into adjustments and powerful editing tools. The range of options is dazzling, and the interface is cleverly conceived. You can crop, make adjustments, and edit curves, all with a few swipes and taps. Often choose
vertical parameters, and horizontal drag defines the strength of an effect – tactile and intuitive. Even better, edits are and can be removed or modified at any time by accessing them in the edit stack. As a final refusal, you can save a combination of adjustments as a custom preset, which you can then
apply to any image in the future with a single tap. Great stuff. Obscura 2Obscura 2 is the best manual camera app for iPhone. It achieves this not with a variety of features, but by providing an interaction model that is so brilliantly conceived that you simply won't use another iPhone camera. Echoing
manual cameras of old, everything is based around a contextual wheel that sits above the shutter. Basically, use it to choose a tool. When setting the focus or exposure, the wheel allows you to make fine adjustments with your thumb. You get a real sense of precision control, with optional haptic feedback
that confirms your choices. The app makes the odd concession to modern photography trends with a variety of filters, but for the most part, Obscura 2 wants you to think a little more about what you're snapping, while inhaling its minimal but accommodating and deeply comfortable design.
FilmbornFilmborn is an app for camera obsessives – for those who revel in film pleasure but come away unimpressed with apps that present an oversaturated, overblown take on old-school photography. The interface is icon-heavy, but gives you quick access to tools that will improve your photography.
There's manual focusing, a series of grid overlays and a blown highlighting preview that outlines problematic areas of a potential snap. The movie filters will appeal to fans of real stock, subtly transforming images in a way that is pleasingly realistic. Filmborn even educates you about when it's best to use
each one. The app also includes basic editing functionality, although an important tool - curves - frustratingly sits behind IAP. Despite that niggle, Filmborn is well worth checking out if you fancy fixing photography's past with its current one. RetrospecsFree + $1.99/£1.99/AU$2.99Retrospecs is a camera
app that wants you to see the world as if it were rendered by old computing and gaming hardware. Load a photo — or take one using the app — and you can choose from a wide range of systems, such as Game Boy, Commodore 64, and original Mac.But this isn't just a single-touch filter app for pixel art
enthusiasts. You can adjust the spread, image corruption, and virtual CRT distortion. You get animation effects and video support. And should you get tired of the included emulated systems, you can even create your own. So whether you think all your photos should look like an eight-bit video game or
want to add a crazy error sequence to your next YouTube video, Retrospecs fits perfectly to the bill. HalideHalide wants you to focus on conscious, thoughtful photography. The creator has noted that many camera apps now have interfaces such as airplane cockpits, and Halide stripped back accordingly.
That's not to say Halide is the bereft of features, but those it has are about taking better You can adjust focus and exposure manually, and use focus topping to highlight areas with sharp contrast in the frame, and the grid's central rectangle turns yellow when the phone is held straight. If you have a modern
iPhone, Halide offers a cutting-edge depth mode with depth topping and a depth chart preview. You can also view portrait images in augmented reality. The net result of all this is a premium camera app that feels like a professional tool - money well spent if the idea of photography is not based on filters
and stickers. MexturesModern iPhones have some seriously impressive camera hardware, and are able to take clean, vivid photos. So it's perhaps no surprise that iPhone users are often determined to cut 7 photos into filters and mess them up. Mextures is a decidedly extreme example, providing a
theoretically unlimited number of teams to play with, each of which can have some kind of effect used. These include gravel, grains, light leaks, gradients and more. Because each layer can be fine-tuned in terms of density and mixing mode, you can get everything from subtle film textures to seriously eye-
catching grunge effects. Turn on something particularly amazing and you can share your formulas with other people. Or if you need a quick fix, you can take something that's already online to overhaul your snaps. HipstamaticIt's two sides to Hipstamatic. In its native form, the app apes old-school point-
and-click cameras. You get a small viewport inside a virtual plastic camera body, and can replace lenses, film and flashes, along with messing around with multiple exposures and manual shutters. It's pleasingly tactile and twangs nostalgia but feels a little cramped. If you'd rather use the entire iPhone
screen to show what you're snapping, you can switch to a pro camera mode. It's closer to Apple's own camera, but with Hipstamatic's huge array of pretty gorgeous filters bolted on - a great mix of old and new. And if you're wedded to Apple's camera, Hipstamatic is still worth a download, given that you



can load an image, slather it in filters, add lots of effects and bask in your creative genius. SoSoCameraApple offers a series mode when you hold down the shutter in the camera app, but this is too fast to take many photos in quick succession, to choose the best one. However, SoSoCamera is all about
documenting a longer time, taking a series of photos over several seconds and then stitching them together in a grid. The grid size maxes out on 48 items and can be fashioned as you like. It is then just a matter of choosing a filter, prodding the camera button, and letting SoSoCamera perform its magic.
The resulting images, while low-res in nature, nicely capture the feeling of time passing, in many cases better than video; even experiment first with the filters, because some are a little too eye-searing. These are the best photo editing apps you download right now
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